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Xi Touts Plan to Flex China’s Economic Muscle
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T

he Fed’s Powell reiterated his intention to
keep easy-money policies
in place but provided no
sign that the central bank
will seek to stem a recent
rise in Treasury yields. A1
 Stocks fell and Treasury
yields jumped as investors
assessed the Fed chief’s remarks. The S&P 500, Nasdaq and Dow lost 1.3%, 2.1%
and 1.1%, respectively. B1

WASHINGTON—Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell
reiterated his intention to keep
easy-money policies in place
but provided no sign the central bank will seek to stem a
recent rise in Treasury yields,
prompting them to rise further.
Stocks also sold off on Mr.
Powell’s remarks Thursday
during an interview at The
Wall Street Journal Jobs Summit. The appearance came a
week after a jump in Treasury
yields driven by forecasts of
stronger U.S. economic growth
and inflation this year, among
other factors, as the recovery

 An independent monitor
said the Texas power grid
operator made a critical mistake that resulted in $16 billion in electricity overcharges
last month, and recommended
the charges be reversed. A1

 Initial jobless claims in
the U.S. rose slightly to
745,000 for the week ended
Feb. 27 from a revised
736,000 the prior week. A2

 Shutterfly is in talks to
go public through a merger
with a blank-check company,
less than two years after
Apollo took it private. B1
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NEXT STEPS: Chinese President Xi Jinping arrives for the opening session Thursday of the nation’s annual legislative session in Beijing, where lawmakers will review a new economic blueprint. Chinese leaders said they would target modest GDP growth of 6% or more this year. A9

 Senate Democrats advanced a coronavirus relief
package after making a series of adjustments, with
approval in the chamber
expected within days. A4
 A WHO team investigating the origins of Covid-19
is planning to scrap an interim report on its recent
mission to China. A8
 A year into the pandemic,
early data and surveys point
to a baby bust in many advanced economies from the
U.S. to Europe to East Asia. A8
 Biden called off a strike
against a second target in
Syria last week when told
that a woman and children were at the site. A6
 The U.S. and European
powers are giving Iran a
last chance to start cooperating with a U.N. atomic
agency probe of Tehran’s
nuclear activities. A10
 China is set to appoint
a lawyer with deep U.S. experience as its top representative to the International Monetary Fund. A9
 A Senate panel approved
the nomination of Haaland
for interior secretary with a
key Republican vote, clearing a path to confirmation. A4
 A Supreme Court ruling
raised the bar for noncitizens
with criminal records seeking to avoid deportation. A3
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picks up steam.
“Today we’re still a long
way from our goals of maximum employment and inflation averaging 2% over time,”
Mr. Powell said.
Some analysts said his latest remarks did little to ease
investor fears about rising
bond yields.
“The market was looking
for some more reassurance
and didn’t get it,” said Krishna
Guha, head of global policy
and central bank strategy at
Evercore ISI. Fed officials
Please turn to page A2
 Stock selloff deepens on rate
fear................................................... B1

OPEC and a Russia-led coalition of oil producers kept most
of their production cuts in
place, surprising traders and
sending oil prices up sharply.
Traders were expecting the
group to meter out more oil to
the world after prices had
climbed steadily from pandemic lows last year. Brent, the
international crude benchmark,
was trading in the afternoon
up more than 5%. Futures for
West Texas Intermediate, the
U.S. benchmark, finished at
$63.83 a barrel. up 4%, the

highest settle since April 2019,
and hit $64.86 intraday.
The agreement, reached
Thursday after an online meeting between the Saudi Arabialed Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries and
a group of non-OPEC producers
led by Russia, is the cohort’s
latest shift in a sometimes careening debate over how the
coronavirus pandemic is affecting the global economy and, by
extension, oil demand.
Earlier Thursday, Saudi
Please turn to page A4
 Heard on the Street: OPEC’s
recovery remains fragile.... B12

How OSHA Fell Short in the Pandemic Cuomo

World-Wide
 New York Gov. Cuomo’s
top advisers successfully
pushed state health officials
to strip a public report of
data showing that more nursing-home residents had died
of Covid-19 than the administration had acknowledged. A1
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OPEC, Allies Keep
A Lid on Oil Output

 Chinese leaders said
they would target growth
in gross domestic product
of 6% or more this year. A9

 General Motors is looking to build a second battery
factory in the U.S. with jointventure partner LG Chem. B1
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Powell Pledges
Steady Policy
As Yields Rise
BY PAUL KIERNAN

 OPEC and a Russia-led
coalition of oil producers
kept most of their production cuts in place, surprising traders and sending oil
prices up sharply. A1

 Credit Suisse knew since
2019 that supply-chain finance
funds it ran with Greensill
were too reliant on a small
group of insurers and failed
to remedy the situation. B1
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Made for different kinds of risks, agency struggled with this one

OSHA complaints
and inspections
Complaints

Inspections

Covid related
100 thousand

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration faced one of the biggest workplace-safety challenges in its 50-year history
when the coronavirus struck.
By Alexandra Berzon,
Shalini Ramachandran
and Coulter Jones
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It didn’t meet the moment.
Instead of thoroughly investigating complaints of unsafe practices at workplaces, the
federal agency and state OSHA agencies it
oversees often took limited steps, OSHA records and state health data show, leaving
workers more vulnerable to workplace outbreaks.
When Kentucky warehouse employees
complained that masks weren’t being worn

at their site, when a group representing Illinois packaging workers asked if OSHA would
enforce social distancing and when workers
at a poultry plant said it wasn’t responding
to a disease outbreak, the federal agency or
a state counterpart took little action as infections at the sites increased, according to
interviews, OSHA documents and health department records.
OSHA’s mandate, laid out in a 1970 law, is
to help ensure safe and healthy working conditions, by setting workplace standards and
enforcing them.
But the agency’s rules are largely designed to minimize chemical-exposure risks
and injuries such as falls and electric
shock—for the most part, problems that are
readily identifiable and correctable. It has
Please turn to page A11

Monitor Says Texas Power Grid
Overcharged Clients $16 Billion
BY RUSSELL GOLD
An independent market monitor said the Texas power grid
operator made a critical mistake
that resulted in $16 billion in
electricity overcharges last
month, and recommended that
the charges be reversed.
The monitor concluded that
Texas kept wholesale prices high
for 33 hours longer than warranted as the state dealt with a
major winter storm that led to
power shortages and mass blackouts, and should correct this

mistake by retroactively repricing its wholesale power market
for that period.
The monitor’s statement caps
a tumultuous week for the Texas
electricity markets. The chairman of the Public Utility Commission of Texas, which regulates the markets, resigned. The
chief executive of the nonprofit
that runs the electric grid was
fired—not long after his organization said it was $2.5 billion
short in payments. One of the
state’s largest electric cooperatives filed for bankruptcy, citing

$2.1 billion in debts it couldn’t
pay. And several wind farm operators and retail electric providers indicated they were in financial distress.
A Public Utility Commission
of Texas spokesman said the
overcharge issue was “slated for
discussion” at a scheduled meeting on Friday.
A reversal of the charges
would be a boon to a large numPlease turn to page A6
 Texas wind farms take
financial hit................................. A6
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MANSION
In Venice, once one
of L.A.’s hottest
markets, home sales
have cooled. M1

It Isn’t Just Humans Gaining Weight. Ask Your Pet.
i

i
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As people pack on the ‘Covid 15,’ dogs and cats aren’t far behind
BY ANNE TERGESEN
Melissa Marion, 22, noticed
her 4-year-old cavapoo Louie
gaining weight last year when
the neon vest the dog wears
for nighttime walks became a
little snug.
“Before the quarantine, it
was loose on him,” says Ms.
Marion, who lives with her
parents and two brothers in

Warren Township,
the pandemic that
N.J., where she
the term “Covid 15”
works remotely in
has gained curpublic relations.
rency, a variation of
“But with everyone
the familiar “Freshat home, baking
man 15” weight
banana bread and
gain in college.
feeding him table
Their pets aren’t
scraps, we could
far behind.
Dog pounds
barely strap it on.”
Louie weighs 52
So many people have strug- pounds, up 10 pounds over the
Please turn to page A10
gled with weight gain during

U.S. NEWS
Minneapolis braces for
new protests as exofficer’s trial in George
Floyd death nears. A3

Team Had
Virus Toll
Altered
In Report

New York Gov. Andrew
Cuomo’s top advisers successfully pushed state health officials to strip a public report of
data showing that more nursing-home residents had died of
Covid-19 than the administration had acknowledged, accordBy Joe Palazzolo,
Jimmy Vielkind
and Rebecca Davis
O’Brien
ing to people with knowledge
of the report’s production.
The July report, which examined the factors that led to the
spread of the virus in nursing
homes, focused only on residents
who died inside long-term-care
facilities, leaving out those who
had died in hospitals after becoming sick in nursing homes.
As a result, the report said 6,432
nursing-home residents had
died—a significant undercount
of the death toll attributed to the
state’s most vulnerable population, the people said.
The initial version of the report said nearly 10,000 nursinghome residents had died by July,
one of the people said.
The changes Mr. Cuomo’s
aides and health officials made
to the nursing-home report,
which haven’t been previously
disclosed, reveal that the state
possessed a fuller accounting of
out-of-facility nursing-home
deaths as early as the summer.
The Health Department resisted calls by state and federal
lawmakers, media outlets and
others to release the data for
an additional eight months.
State officials now say more
than 15,000 residents of nursing homes and other long-termcare facilities were confirmed
or presumed to have died from
Covid-19 since March 2020—
counting both those who died
in long-term-care facilities and
those who died later in hospiPlease turn to page A6

